### OpenFDA fields

**Section**
- medical_specialty_description
- fei_number
- device_class
- decision_date
- applicant
- product_code
- advisory_committee_description
- advisory_committee
- city
- third_party_flag
- date_received
- statement_or_summary
- decision_code
- zip_code
- clearance_type

**Type**
- array of strings
- array of strings
- string
- string
- string
- string
- string
- string
- string
- string
- string
- string

**Description**
- This is an exact field. It has been indexed both as its exact string content, and also tokenized.
- This is an exact field. It has been indexed both as its exact string content, and also tokenized.
- This is the proprietary name, or trade name, of the cleared device.
- N = Not classified
- 3 = Class III (high risk): general controls and Premarket Approval (PMA)
- Value is one of the following: (1) The annual registration of the establishment and (2) Contact with the Food and Drug Administration for device listing; and (3) the annual submission of a device listing by the establishment to the Food and Drug Administration under the annual device reporting system.
- This is the state of record of U.S. based applicants.
- This is an exact field. It has been indexed both as its exact string content, and also tokenized.
- This is an exact field. It has been indexed both as its exact string content, and also tokenized.
- Four letter codes that denote the specific substantial equivalence decision rendered by FDA on a specific 510(k).
- nse = NSE
- special = Special
- traditional = Traditional
- This is the full spelling associated with the abbreviated decision code (e.g. Substantially Equivalent - Postmarket Surveillance Required).
- This is an exact field. It has been indexed both as its exact string content, and also tokenized.
- This is the full spelling associated with the abbreviated decision code (e.g. Substantially Equivalent - Postmarket Surveillance Required).
- This is an exact field. It has been indexed both as its exact string content, and also tokenized.
- This is an exact field. It has been indexed both as its exact string content, and also tokenized.
- This is the full spelling associated with the abbreviated decision code (e.g. Substantially Equivalent - Postmarket Surveillance Required).
- This is an exact field. It has been indexed both as its exact string content, and also tokenized.
- This is an exact field. It has been indexed both as its exact string content, and also tokenized.
- This is an exact field. It has been indexed both as its exact string content, and also tokenized.
- This is the full spelling associated with the abbreviated decision code (e.g. Substantially Equivalent - Postmarket Surveillance Required).
- This is an exact field. It has been indexed both as its exact string content, and also tokenized.
- This is an exact field. It has been indexed both as its exact string content, and also tokenized.